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Abstract 
For solving nonlinear DAEs of index-1, the convergence results of the continuous extension Runge-Kutta methods 
are investigated. The theoretical models are very general and even allow including different interpolation formulae 
along the mesh. The methods are suitable for decoupling the complex, singular systems of instantaneous state. 
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1. Introduction 
Nonlinear differential algebraic equations (DAEs) arise in connection with power systems, control 
theory, circuit simulations, robot dynamics, and many other applications in the fields of mechanical and 
chemical engineering, economics, and physics. Numerical methods are very time consuming for solving 
sophisticated system [1-3]. To improve the efficiency of numerical integrators, we employ a class of 
waveform relaxation (WR) [4]. It uses an iteration technique to decouple systems. Let us consider a 
nonlinear index-1 
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where the inequality 1( ( , ( ), ( )))zg t y t z t M
− ≤  is  hold in a neighborhood of the exact solution. Further 
the initial values 0y and 0z are consistent with (1), i.e. 0 0 0( , ( ), ( )) 0g t y t z t = .
 The general WR method of System (1) is an iterative scheme in which each equation is split into two 
parts. In one part, the unknown functions are assigned the waveforms of their last iterations i.e ( ) ( )ky ⋅ and
( ) ( )kz ⋅ ; and in the other, the unknown functions are assigned the waveforms of their current iterations, i.e. 
( 1) ( )ky + ⋅ and ( 1) ( )kz + ⋅  . There are many ways to split each equation. The functions F and G  satisfy 
( , , , ) ( , , ), ( , , , ) ( , , ),F t u u v f t u v G t u u v g t u v= = mu R∈ and nv R∈ . In equation form there are 
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where (0) (0)0 0( ) , ( )y y z z⋅ ≡ ⋅ ≡ ,  and ( 1) 0 0( )ky t y+ = are  given initial guess functions. 
In this paper, the convergence of the continuous extension Runge-Kutta (RK) formulae are investigated 
for nonlinear index-1 DAEs. Conditions for convergence are very general and even allow including 
different interpolation formulae along the mesh. The method is applicable to decoupling the complex, 
singular systems of instantaneous state. 
2. Iterated Runge-Kutta processes for nonlinear DAEs  
Large class of numerical discretization of System (1) can be implemented according to RK formulae. 
Let 0( 1, , )nh n N> = L  be given step-sizes by 1n n nh t t −= − . The RK formulae of v stage of order 
p are:
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where 
1 1 1
: , : , [0,1]
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t t c h c a c+ + == + = ∈∑ and ny  is the numerical approximation of ( )y t  along 
the mesh { }0 1: , , , :N Tt t t tΔ = =L .  Let us start from 1n nY y= , the value 1nZ can be computed from the 
second equation of (3). 
In principle, there are two possible iterative approaches with WR methods for (3). 
Firstly, functions F and G are split such that (3) is directly applied to the RK formulae as follows 
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In contrast, the second approach is the continuous-time WR iterative scheme, so as to obtain 
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where ( ) ( )k tη  is the approximation of the continuous-time iteration ( ) ( )ky t , which can be achieved 
through some interpolation procedure of the discrete approximate values computed during the previous 
iteration. 
 Both the discrete RK formulae (4) and the continuous-time WR iterative scheme (5) do not allow for 
different mesh to be changed in the iterative process [5-6]. Hence, these two implementations do not 
easily improve the accuracy and the stability properties of the WR iterative schemes, respectively. 
To get the more efficient continuous approximation of the iterative RK process, which lead to the 
following numerical scheme:  
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To supposeα andβ are nonnegative integers, whereas 1
, ( )
n
s jb θ+ are suitable polynomials of a certain degree 
d p≤ , which depend explicitly on the ratios of the current step-size 1nh + to each of the step-sizes of the 




s jb θ+  are always the case that 1, ( ) 0,ns jb θ+ =  if 1n j+ ≤ −  or .n j N+ ≥
The third equality of the equation (6) is very general and even allows the inclusion of different 
interpolation formulae along the mesh. 
3.  Convergence analysis 
In order to discuss the convergence properties of the continuous-time WR iteration (6), we shall 
assume the function [ ]* 30: , ( )m n mTF t t R R R× × →  that satisfies *( , , , , ) ( , , ),F t y y p z f t y z= for all [ ]0 , , ,m mTt t t y R p R∈ ∈ ∈ and mz R∈ .
In the following convergence analysis, we also assume that function *F  is Lipschitz, i.e. there exist 
Lipschitz constants * * *11 21 22, ,L L L and
*
31L such that as 
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Simultaneously, we define: 
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= ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ The function G stands for as 
1 2 3( , , , )G t u u u for [ ]0 , .Tt t t∈ Separating of the mesh { }0 1: , , , :N Tt t t tΔ = =L can determine the quantities *,h h  and Q .To assume 
* *,Q Q Q≤ independent of the mesh                                                                 (8) 
and */h h ≤ for the different meshes, we show the first main result of the paper. 
Theorem 1. The function *F  satisfies the Lipschitz conditions (7).  For (6), there exists a step length 
0 0h >  such that, for all meshes { }0 1: , , , :N Tt t t tΔ = =L  which satisfy (8) and 0h h≤ , the corresponding 
sequences of continuous approximations { }kη and { }kz  converge uniformly in [ ]0 , Tt t  to the limit 
functions ( )tη and ( )z t , respectively. Here, the initial guess functions ( )o tη and ( )oz t are satisfied 
with 0 0( )
o t yη =  and 0 0( )oz t z= .
Remark 1. Theorem 1 relies on bounding the maximum stepsize by the reciprocal of the Lipschitz 
constant. It means that the convergence can be very slow, if the used meshΔ has a large number N of
subintervals. For this reason, we shall use an interval of integration that is called a window. Its length is 
selected carefully and shifted forwards as soon as the desired accuracy is obtained in the whole iterative 
procedure. 
Next, the more complicated case is considered where the meshes are changed from iteration to 
iteration. Here, we do not seem to be allowed to change the mesh while iterating, otherwise we should 
also change the mapping Φ . Indeed, instead of the iterative scheme ( 1) ( )( )k kη η+ = Φ , there is 
( 1) 1( ), 0,k k o okη η η+ += Φ ≥ given. 
On the other hand, the iterative procedure of the sequence { }( )kz will be deduced by the equation 
( ) ( )
1 1 10 ( , ( ), ( ))
k k
n n nG t t z tη+ + += . For the new iterative scheme { }( )kΦ , the following standard result 
can be exploited to ensure the convergence. 
Firstly, we require the existence of a limit contractive mapping which implies that the varying meshes 
{ }kΔ  must converge to a limit meshΔ , such that the following assumption must be made: 
Assumption 1. Let { },0 0 ,1 ,: , , , :k k k k N Tt t t t tΔ = = =L  be the mesh used at the (k+1)st iteration. Then 
there exists a limit mesh { }0 1: , , , :N Tt t t tΔ = =L such that 





Here dist  is a appropriate measure between grids, which is defined below. For any pair of meshes  
iΔ and jΔ , { } { }( , ) : max max min ,max min
j ii j
i j t tt t
dist t t t t
′′ ′′ ′′∈Δ ∈Δ∈Δ ∈Δ
⎧ ⎫′ ′′ ′ ′′Δ Δ = − −⎨ ⎬⎩ ⎭
                                                             
and */h h ≤ for the different meshes, we show the first main result of the paper. 
The mesh in Theorem 1 defines an underlying norm, in which a different norm is used for the each 
iteration. In order to overcome this inconvenience, we need the assumption below  
Assumption 2.  There exists an integer 0r ≥ , such that for any pair of meshes iΔ and jΔ and for all  [ ]0 , Tt t t∈  there is 
, , 1 , , 1, , .i n i n j p j pt t t t t n p r+ +⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤∈ ⇒ − ≤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦I
This assumption is reasonably expected to be satisfied when the mesh is selected by some stepsize control 
mechanism. We can conclude that, if all the norms are defined by using the sameε , then * *
i j
rφ ε φ−Δ Δ≤for all pairs of meshes iΔ and jΔ  , where ( )tφ ϕ∈ . We can easily see that imposing a further reduction 
on 0h , for all stepsizes 0h h≤ the contractibility of all the mappings 1i+Φ  in whatever norm *
iΔ
�  with 
constants uniformly bounded by 2 1rCε − < . Therefore, the following lemma holds:    
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≥Φ  be a sequence of contractive mappings of the complete metric space ϕ  with 
constants 1kC + uniformly bounded by some 1C < . Moreover, let there exist the limit function *Φ  such 
that 




Φ = Φ ,η ϕ∈ .                                                          (9) 
Then *Φ is a contractive mapping whose constant *C  is bounded by C and the sequence defined by 
(9) converging to the fixed point *η  of *Φ .
Using the above two assumptions and the lemma, the analogue of Theorem 1 can be concluded. 
Theorem 2.  For (6), we assume that the function *F satisfies the Lipschitz conditions (7). Further, the 
meshes { },0 0 ,1 ,: , , , :k k k k N Tt t t t tΔ = = =L  satisfy Assumption 1 and Assumption 2. Then, there exists a 
step length 0 0h >  such that, for all meshes KΔ which satisfy (8) and such that 0H h≤ , the correspond-
ing sequence of continuous approximations { }kη and { }kz  converge uniformly in [ ]0 , Tt t  to the limit
functions ( )tη and ( )z t , respectively. Here, the initial guess functions ( )o tη and ( )oz t are satisfied 
with 0 0( )
o t yη =  and 0 0( )oz t z= .
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